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Avails Contract Manager

Best-in-class contract and rights management

Managing your assets and contracts with spreadsheets or legacy systems may
be hiding potential revenue
All it takes is a missed keystroke or a buggy legacy system to cost you thousands of dollars. Knowing which title is
sold where, and for how long, in real-time, is vital to your business. When looking to maximize and unlock hidden
revenue, using spreadsheets or a legacy system to monetize assets and manage contracts can be time consuming
and inefficient.
FilmTrack’s Contract and Rights Management solution provides an automated, real-time view of contractual data
and availabilities across all your assets. Having all your assets and contracts housed in FilmTrack, provides sales
teams with deep insights into acquired rights so they can quickly identify and exploit pockets of availabilities;
increasing revenue.

Why Choose FilmTrack
Our Contract and Rights Management solution helps you
monetize your titles and increase revenue by providing
instant access to real-time information on acquisitions,
sales, and availability details. Gain visibility into the core
functions of your business with a detailed snapshot of
materials and delivery tracking by title, distributor, territory,
and media. Contract administration becomes a simple task
with custom built templates for contract generation and
built-in automated triggers that ensure financial obligations
are met on time. You no longer have to update contracts
one-by-one. Avails gives you the ability to mass add rights
to multiple contracts with a single click. Avails is complete
with comprehensive analytics and reporting, providing you
access to detailed records of billing and timelines, as well as
advances and recoupment costs.

BENEFITS

SELL MORE AND CLOSE FASTER

HIGHLIGHT AVAILABILITIES

Arm your sales team with real-time access to
contracts, rights, and availabilities from any device,
at anytime, anywhere.

Run availability reports by territory, rights,
formats, languages, and other critical project
data for specific business needs.

NEVER MISS A DATE
Built-in calendar with automated triggers provides
finance teams with snapshots and reminders of
future valuations and obligations.

Schedule a demo today and discover how you can monetize
your IP and maximize revenue
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Founded in 1996, FilmTrack is the only rights management solution that is SOC 1 and
SOC 2 compliant, providing end-to-end SaaS solutions that simplify the complexities
of managing and licensing intellectual property. FilmTrack provides the tools to
manage mission-critical data including, contracts, rights, financials, royalties and asset
management.

